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Install the lights as shown, replace the lighting round plates to the tree (trans-orange
replace the gold round plate)
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Before installing the x’mas tree lights, break up the tree first



Then put the remain lighting round plates on then the tree is done
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Put the green plates with lights on, adjust the wires then put the remain green plates



Start with taking the front door out as shown
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Then assemble the lamps of the front door with the lighting black round plates

Then install the lamps and the 1x4 light as shown



Put the door back and beware the wire has to be in between the studs or it will be broken

Before assembling the flames to the fireplace, take the following parts away
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Assemble the flames



Then restore the outer side of the fireplace first

To restore the fence, first we insert as shown then push it upward
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After restoring the fireplace, install the candles and ceiling lights as shown

Then put the sofa back
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To pull the remain lighting parts to the 2nd floor, remove the parts as shown first
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Pull the connector out as shown and leave it



Pull the lighting parts to 2nd floor, to make it looks nicer you can hide cable as shown
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Then install the 1x6 lighting part



Then remove this part in purpose to let the wires go through

The 1x2 lighting part is installed in the red circle area
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Pull the remain lighting parts over and replace the lamp parts
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Then install the lamp and the lighting plates



Restore the part back then we can go to the next step

Take the white plates away
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The long lighting plate is installed as shown



Now you can install the remain light
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Before install the lighting parts, you can take the smoke pipe the these white parts
away first to make it looks better and easier to connect to the other side



The connectors can be hidden as shown, then put the smoke pipe back
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Install the lights then connect the wires
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Remove the parts and white plates as shown to install the lights



Then connect all the connectors to the USB cable and light them up
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Hide the wire to make it looks better the put the roof back


